
Armor Scout R:
Synopsis:
The planet Lyra Prime is a barren wasteland with widespread drought 
and famine,  much of the plant life is scarce and scavenging for 
sources of plant life across the land.   While some humans reside in 
small clans above ground, larger groups have chosen to colonize 
underground.  In the underground societies drilling and mining provide 
power sources, precious and practical metals for trade and building 
Armor units.   Armor units are mechanical robots that vary in size and 
capabilities.   Usually these units are split between  three 
categories: combat, service and scout. Humans above ground have 
managed to reverse engineer the units of the underground.  However, 
relationships among the clans above ground are far from friendly;  
often clans pillage and steal from each other and are extremely 
territorial.  Amongst salvageable energy sources is Alkonium, a rare 
polymer that can generate lighting, fuel and can help cultivate 
vegetation.  Richard Holstein was  the first to discover the limitless 
possibilities of the polymer as well as its sparseness on Lyra Prime.  
As a result, his descendants sought to mine and search for the 
material throughout Lyra and the Corvian system using one of 
Holstein’s own creations, the first scout unit, RK-707 or the “Wasp”.  
Eventually, Alex Baumann, a descendant of Richard  Holstein, saw the 
fruitless results of his ancestors and decided to abandon the search 
for Alkonium.  He instead became an auto technician, resided in a 
small settlement (located within the ruins of a once-bustling city) 
and raised a family with Hima Tamue, a local of the settlement.  The 
two had three children, Engus Baumann, Aron Baumann and Rei Baumann.  
Engus decided to join the Lyran military, which travels throughout the 
Corvian system scavenging and negotiating with other planets within 
the system and creating trading agreements.  Meanwhile, Aron joined 
the Underground and became a miner, severing nearly all of his 
connections with his family.  Alex, Hima and Rei stayed in their 
settlement worked as technicians, making a living through bartering 
food for services (while Wasp collected dust in Alex’s garage). All 
seemed well enough, until a massive discovery of Alkonium located in 
the Underground Society (whom have been selling Alkonium to other 
planets on the black market) caused a newfound interest in the 
material among all settlements including within the Baumann family.  
Alex Baumann saw this as a opportunity to rebuild the very wasteland 
his settlement stood on using the energy source.  As a result, Alex 
retooled, repaired and rearmed the Wasp, outfitting it with a radar 
system that could locate Alkonium sources throughout the planet 
(within a certain radius).  Originally making these supply runs on his 
own, his wife eventually suggested bringing his daughter with him, so 
that she may experience the process of mining, if he ever loses the 
ability to mine himself. Alex reluctantly agrees to take Rei.  On his 
supply run with Rei, they discover a small source of Alkonium, but 
were accosted by marauders.  The marauders demanded the surrender of 
the scout unit and Alkonium; Alex refused and they tried to escape.  
Alex was shot in the shoulder forcing Rei to pilot Wasp, subdue the 



marauders and escort her father back to the settlement.  Having 
witnessed his daughter’s talent first hand, Alex decides that Rei 
would make a more than capable scout.  Seeing potential in Rei as a 
pilot, he passes on his larger journey of rebuilding the city to his 
daughter and thus beginning her journey though out Lyra and the 
Corvian solar system to rebuild the barren wastelands of the planet to 
their former glory.
The search takes Rei to every corner of the planet, the Underground 
and even beyond Lyra meeting other pilots and travelers who also seek 
to rebuild the wastelands as well as reuniting with her siblings for 
better or for worse.  

Art direction:
Most of the characters are rather simplistic compared to the units 
that they pilot, as a result, there are extremely high contrasts 
between the units and the pilots when they share panels/pages.  
Backgrounds also vary based on the location.  While the Underground 
might be more fleshed out and detailed in its appearance, the 
settlements are simpler and less complex.

Tone:
While the series does have a number of moments that are serious and 
deal with harsher concepts (such as Rei going against Lyran military, 
the Underground’s war with the Settlers and marauders above ground, 
and her dealing with her two brothers), the comic is meant to have a 
good sense of humor.  The lighter side of the series comes from some 
of its self awareness in the art style, characters and plot points.  
Rei Baumann’s physical appearance is a punchline, as oftentimes her 
appearance embodies staples/stereotypes of anime characters 
(characters usually point out that Rei has a few strands of hair that 
stand up and that her nose is invisible a certain angles).

Rei Baumann:
Age: 15
Eye Color: Black
Height: 5’4
Bio:
Daughter of Alex Baumann, Rei Baumann is a skilled technician like her 
father, being able to repair anything from cars to service units.  
Often excited to venture into new territory, Rei is always more than 
eager to discover new places and mission she was given by her father 
lets her do just that.  Rei takes Wasp (RK-707) to many places in Lyra 
from the barren wastelands, to the underground and even the lavish 
cities to the planet in order to scavenge and mine for Alkonium.  When 
among rival settlements, Rei tries to remain diplomatic as possible, 
understanding that she would rather make friends than enemies in the 
wasteland (and that the Wasp has miserable firepower).  Due to her 
diplomacy, Rei wins the support of many other settlements, marauders 
and nomads, also seeking to rebuild.   Having not seen her siblings 
for a long time, Rei  searches for them as well, unaware of how the 



Underground’s discovery changed the planet as a whole, even among her 
brothers.  While Rei can sometimes be on the lazy side, she usually 
has a strong sense of justice among other things and will often put an 
Alkonium search behind helping someone in need. 
Note: One recurring joke about the character is the self-awareness of 
her hairstyle (often when Rei is described by other people, they 
mention that streak of hair that sticks out like an antenna).  Rei 
herself acknowledges that one of her strands of hair just hates 
staying down. 

Alex Baumann:
Age: 45
Eye Color: Blue
Height: 6’
Bio:
Alex Baumann, the descendant of Richard Holstein, the man who 
discovered the utility of Alkonium, he was once a hopeful man, making 
a living on a day-to-day basis. Everything changed after the discovery 
within the Underground as dreams of rebuilding the Lyran wastelands 
and restoring them to great cities they were before war and famine (As 
it was when he was a child). Having grown too old to continue his 
grand scouting mission and following an ambush of his unit, Alex 
instead passes his mission onto Rei hoping that she can help rebuild 
the wastelands.  Alex stays in contact with Rei through a radio 
communicator located in the cockpit of Wasp and often gives her 
scouting advice and other nuggets of information.  Among others, he 
encourages Rei to keep upgrading Wasp at any chance she gets so it can 
eventually be capable of space travel and interplanetary travel.  Alex 
is extremely stern most of the time and can sometimes be stiff and 
humorless when it comes to how he interacts with others, but it is 
only because he is extremely serious about his dreams of rebuilding 
Lyra’s dune into the bustling cities they once were.  

Hima Baumann:
Age: 42
Eye Color: Brown
Height: 5’7
Bio:
Rei’s mother, Hima Baumann has plenty of history with the lives of the 
wealthier half. Being born into a rich family in Lyra East, the region 
of the planet where the most developed cities thrive.  Her father was 
a politician in Lyra East and she once lived in the great cities of 
the region, but after meeting Alex Baumann while he did a routine 
repair on a service unit (after the civil wars destroyed Lyra West and 
Alex lost his home), Hima fell in love with Alex.  Her family did not 
approve of her dating a dweller of the deserts, but she still chooses 
to live with him, abandoning her lavish life to repair automobiles 
alongside Alex.  Since then, the two raised a family and she 
eventually retired from being a full-time technician to raise her 
family.  Hima, while not as adventurous as her husband or daughter, 



always supports Rei in her endeavors and will often ask Rei to send a 
signal to her location so that Hima can send her food and a letter 
every once in a while.  

Rock Bennett:
Age: 22
Eye Color: Brown
Height: 5’9
Bio:
The first marauder that Rei encounters in wasteland, Rock Bennett is a 
formidable opponent.  Rock uses a scout unit that is primarily 
outfitted with melee weapons, which is meant to make looting and 
stealing from other units easier.  She often tries to make a dramatic 
entry and also uses her unit’s melee weapons to create flashy finishes 
that show case her abilities as a pilot.  Rock has a shorter temper 
than Rei and is more inclined to act based on instinct and intuition 
rather than strategy and tactics.  As a result the two characters 
don’t mesh well together as Rock might speak and act for Rei in any 
given situation.  In some situations she will actually leave Rei 
handle some personal business or something of the like.  Whenever Rock 
leaves Rei she returns with an “awesome billowing scarf” which shows 
off how “damn cool” she is.  The similarity between Rei Baumann’s name 
and Rock Bennett’s name is done to contrast the character’s 
personalities, making them into polar opposites in most other aspects.

Wes McLaren
Age: 26
Eye Color: Green
Height: 6’2
Bio:
Tall and slim, Wes is a guy with style.  Once a member of Lyran 
military, he eventually defected to the Underground when the Alkonium 
mines were discovered, but then moved above ground as tension started 
to build among the clans of the Underground.  In short, Wes has plenty 
of people gunning for him and in order to hide out from his enemies, 
he decides to join Rei to lay low, knowing that she's a dirt poor 
desert dweller.  Little does he know that Rei’s very mission puts him 
back in the crosshairs of both the military and the Underground, and  
as a result, Wes is forced to shrug off his past and work to rebuild 
the wasteland where he can find sanctuary among Baumann and her 
allies.  Wes is a smooth talker, appears nonchalant most of the time 
and is often referred to as “pretty boy” by Rock and even by villains.  
Wes also likes to put on a facade where he appears to not care about 
what is happening during any intense situation while on the inside he 
is and sometimes more concerned than other characters.  Wes does not 
have a unit but he is fantastic marksmen from his time with the 
military and even defeated Rei without using a unit during their first 
encounter.  Along with his marksmanship, Wes can also pilot just about 
any vehicle, from automobiles to spaceships, making him a crucial 



member of the crew.


